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Nash equilibrium ignores credibility
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Backwards induction in finite games of complete
information

start from decsion nodes furthest down the game tree

what is optimal choice at this node? pick one optimal decision
in case of indifference (decision problem)

substitute node by payoffs resulting from optimal choice

repeat until you reach starting node
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Zermelo’s theorem

Theorem (Zermelo’s Theorem)

Every finite game of perfect information has a pure strategy Nash
equilibrium that can be derived through backwards induction. If no
player has the same payoff at any two terminal nodes, then there is
a unique NE that is compatible with backwards induction.

Outcome of backwards induction, σ, is NE.

backwards induction: deviating in one node only is not
profitable
suppose profitable deviation exists for player i : among i ’s
profitable deviations let σ̂i be one that deviates from
backwards induction in the fewest nodes

let x be node with deviation furthest down game tree under σ̂i

(i.e. no deviation in σ̂i at succeeding nodes)
deviation at x cannot be profitable by backwards induction
deviation that σ′

i defined by σ′
i (x

′) = σ̂i (x
′) if x ′ 6= x and

σ′
i (x) = σi (x) must be at least as profitable as σ̂i

contradicts definition of σ̂i
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A bargaining application

2 players maximizing their monetary payoff have to split 1$

at most T rounds

in odd (even) rounds P1 (P2) proposes how to split
other player can accept or reject
rejection means

going to next round if t < T
splitting (s, 1− s) if t = T

players have discount rate δ < 1 (1$ next round is worth δ $
today)

say T is even

what will P2 propose in round T ? (what is the worst offer P1
will accept?)
what will P1 propose in round T − 1?
etc.
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Game with imperfect information
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subgame after ”in”:

Accomodate Fight

Accomodate 3,1 -2,-1
Fight 1,-2 -3,-1

what are the Nash equilibria of the game?
which outcome should we predict?
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Definition: Subgame

starts at an information set containing a single decision node

contains all successors of this node and their successors and so
on

no broken information sets: for any node x of the subgame all
x ′ in the same information set as x must also be in the
subgame

note: game itself is a subgame
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Subgame perfect NE

Definition (Subgame perfect Nash equilibrium)

A profile of strategies (σ1, . . . , σI ) is a subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium (SPNE) of an extensive form game ΓE if it induces a
Nash equilibrium in every subgame of ΓE .
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Backwards induction procedure in finite games with
imperfect information

start from subgames furthest down the game tree

what is Nash equilibrium in this subgame? pick one if multiple
NE

substitute node where subgame started by payoffs resulting
from NE

repeat until you reach starting node

procedure returns SPNE (Proof similar to Zermelo’s theorem)

to find all SPNE, run the algorithm in case of multiple NE in
a subgame for each NE separately
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Infinite games example: A bargaining application II

2 players maximizing their monetary payoff have to split 1$

in odd (even) rounds P1 (P2) proposes how to split
other player can accept or reject

rejection means going to next round

discount factor δ < 1

no final round!

perpetual diagreement cannot be equilibrium

if agreement happens in any period, it should happen in
period 1 (discounting)
suppose equilibrium in round 3: split (s, 1− s)

offer in round 2: (δs, 1− δs)→ accept
offer in round 1: (1− δ + δ2s, δ − δ2s)→ accept

situation in period 1 and 3 is the same! (stationary
equilibrium)

s = 1− δ + δ2s ⇔ s = (1− δ)/(1− δ2) = 1/(1 + δ) while
1− s = δ/(1 + δ)
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Problems of SPNE: What to believe off path?
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suppose P2 is asked to act, i.e. P1 must have chosen L

what should P2 believe will P1’s play after A?
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Problems of SPNE: Coordinated beliefs

in SPNE players hold the same belief with regards which
equilibrium will be played in each subgame:
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Forward induction: Battle of the sexes with a twist I

Alice

Alice

Bob

3,1

ballet

0,0
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Bob
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1,3
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book, ballet 2,2 2,2
book, soccer 2,2 2,2
out,ballet 3,1 0,0
out, soccer 0,0 1,3

if Bob realizes that Alice went out, where should he expect
her to be?
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Forward induction: Battle of the sexes with a twist II

before playing BoS, Alice can choose whether she wants to
publically burn 1.1 utils

payoffs without burning:

ballet soccer

ballet 3,1 0,0
soccer 0,0 1,3

payoffs with burning:

ballet soccer

ballet 1.9,1 -1.1,0
soccer -1.1,0 -0.1,3

after observing that Alice burned 1.1 utils, where should Bob
expect Alice to be?
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